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Discover beauty in every detail.



15 YEARS OF DESIGN INNOVATION

Established in South Africa, Bathroom Butler is a family 
owned business that has been manufacturing bathroom 
accessories for over 15 years. With our underlying passion 
for innovation, we are driven to constantly evolve to 
surpass market expectations and have been using smart 
materials such as GRADE 304 Stainless Steel in 
combination with sustainable design to produce top end 
towel warmers and bathroom accessories that are as 
beautiful as they are functional.

DETAIL LIKE NO OTHER

The innovative one-of-a-kind RIGID Loc, the 
Bathroom Butler industry leading mounting 
system. Engineered to secure the fixture beyond 
time or wear, accessories stay precisely locked in 
place. (SA Patent 2012/05046) 



START WITH FINISHING IN MIND

Colour, shine and durability in every 
accessory made. We use innovative 
techniques to bring to you colour choice in 
polished stainless steel, brushed nickel, 
brushed gold, gunmetal or matt black. 
The finish is timeless.

Notes: Due to various factors in the printing process, the colour examples in the 
brochure may vary slightly to the actual colour of the product.

Choices, made for you

COLOUR 
OPTIONS

FBGD denotes 
Brushed GOLD

FBNK denotes 
Brushed NICKEL

FBGM denotes 
GUNMETAL

BRSH denotes 
Brushed STAINLESS STEEL

POLS denotes 
Polished STAINLESS STEEL

MBLK denotes 
Matt BLACK

BCGD denotes 
Brushed CHAMPAGNE GOLD



glass mounting RL round 
+ pull knob

Model: 1006

Glass mountings for bathroom 
accessories on glass panels and shower 
doors.

DESIGNED TO MAKE 
THE MOST OF GLASS

glass mounting RL square
Model: 1007

glass mounting RL square 
+ pull knob

Model: 1008

glass mounting RL round
Model: 1005

Glass Mountings are optional extras for 
bathroom accessories only and available 
in a polished POLS finish. Model 1005 
also available in matt black MBLK finish. 



paper holder double
Model: 4606

paper holder type 2 
Model: 4602

paper holder type 2 + flap
Model: 4603

glass shelf 330mm
Model: 4625

shower foot rest
Model: 4629

robe hook double
Model: 4611

shower rack 330mm
Model: 4620

glass tumbler + holder
Model: 4632

double towel rail
Model: 4682, 650mm
Model: 4685, 800mm
Model: 4688, 1100mm

towel shelf + hang bar 650mm
Model: 4693

 single towel rail
Model: 4670, 430mm
Model: 4672, 650mm
Model: 4675, 800mm
Model: 4678, 1100mm

4600 SERIES
PREMIUM COLLECT ION

Elegantly timeless collection inspired by 
the simple and calm elements of nature. 
This range is functional in design 
without neglecting aesthetics.

Function, in perfect form

This range is stocked in a polished POLS and brushed BRSH finish. For colour options 
available in this range, refer to the colour discs below each item. Bathroom Butler reserves 
the right to alter and/or remove designs from time to time without prior notice.

COLOUR 
OPTIONS

towel ring
Model: 4640

toilet brush + holder
Model: 4638

soap rack
Model: 4630

robe hook single
Model: 4610

paper holder spare
Model: 4604

paper holder type 1 right 
Model: 4601

toilet brush + holder wm
Model: 9135



8200 SERIES
EXCLUS IVE  COLLECT ION

Inspired by precious minerals and metals, this
collection emphasises exquisite design and
meticulous attention to detail for the benefit 
of adding subtle luxury to any bathroom.

High-end profiling

paper holder type 1 
Model: 8201

shower rack 330mm
Model: 8220

     single towel rail
Model: 8270, 430mm
Model: 8272, 650mm
Model: 8275, 800mm
Model: 8278, 1100mm

    double towel rail
Model: 8282, 650mm
Model: 8285, 800mm
Model: 8288, 1100mm

paper holder type 2 
Model: 8202

glass shelf 330mm
Model: 8225

soap rack
Model: 8230

glass tumbler + holder
Model: 8232

toilet brush + holder
Model: 8238

towel ring
Model: 8240

paper holder type 2 + flap
Model: 8203

paper holder spare
Model: 8204

robe hook single
Model: 8210

robe hook double
Model: 8211

This range is available in a polished POLS finish only. Bathroom 
Butler reserves the right to alter and/or remove designs from time to 
time without prior notice.



paper holder type 1 right 
Model: 8501

paper holder type 2 
Model: 8502

       double towel rail
Model: 8582, 650mm
Model: 8585, 800mm
Model: 8588, 1100mm

paper holder spare
Model: 8504

glass tumbler + holder
Model: 8532

toilet brush + holder
Model: 8538

towel ring open
Model: 8541

shower rack 330mm
Model: 8520

robe hook double
Model: 8511

soap rack
Model: 8530

        single towel rail
Model: 8570, 430mm
Model: 8572, 650mm
Model: 8575, 800mm
Model: 8578, 1100mm

robe hook single
Model: 8510

paper holder type 2 + flap
Model: 8503

towel shelf + hang bar 650mm
Model: 8593

towel ring closed
Model: 8540

glass shelf 330mm
Model: 8525

8500 SERIES
PREMIUM COLLECT ION

The art of engineering Contemporary and chic, bathroom accessories 
inspired by the creative evolution in modern 
architecture. Edgy and soft design features 
meet to turn your bathroom into an oasis. 

This range is stocked in a polished POLS finish. For colour options available in this range, 
refer to the colour discs below each item. Bathroom Butler reserves the right to alter and/or 
remove designs from time to time without prior notice.

COLOUR 
OPTIONS



HEATED
COLLECTION

Choose any of our heated 

towel rails, to complete your 

bathroom. From the NATURAL, 

CUBIC and EDGE Collections. 

Designed and engineered in 

South Africa to fulfil your 

bathroom design needs.



After experiencing the pure pleasure of having a dry towel every morning,
with that comforting touch of warmth, you will never want to give it up.

Look After Yourself 

Typically, used bath towels should be washed after every use to reduce 
bacterial build-up, which increases both water and electricity 
consumption. The smart alternative is to use a Bathroom Butler heated 
towel rail to dry your bath towels after every use, which means saving 
water and electricity with less washing.

Use less water, Save on electricity

Creating a central feature in your bathroom with the simple beauty of a 
heated towel rail won’t take as much space as you may have thought. 
While towels on non-heated rails should be completely unfolded to try 
air dry, a towel on a heated towel rail should be folded twice to save 
space, trap heat and hygienically dry.

A design feature that uses less wall space

Germs and bacteria build up on your bath towels when they don’t dry 
properly, causing a damp musty smell. Drying your towel on a Bathroom 
Butler heated towel rail reduces the bacterial load by up to 90%, making 
that after shower stretch for your hygienically dry towel a simple pleasure. 

Hygienically Dry 

Bathroom Butler heated towel rails use Dry Element Technology or DET 
which ensures quicker heat up times, reaching optimum temperature 
within 10min. With the wattage of the average size heated rail being the 
same as a single light bulb, they don’t cost much to run either.

Energy Efficient 



This collection is available in a polished POLS finish, for colour options available in this collection refer to the colour discs 
below each item.  Bathroom Butler reserves the right to alter and/or remove designs from time to time without prior notice.
Four weeks lead time may apply on seleted finishes.

NATURAL 
COLLECTION

Function, in perfect form

Elegantly timeless collections inspired by classic 
shapes to infuse your space with a touch of 
sophistication and aesthetic appeal. 
    

Natural 4 bar 650mm

controller options: PTS
style: straight (674 x 535 x 109)
capacity: 3 bath towels
model: NAT04231-PTS

Natural 4 bar 500mm

controller options: PTS
style: straight (524 x 535 x 109)
capacity: 2 bath towels
model: NAT04221-PTS

Natural 7 bar 800mm

controller options: PTS
style: straight (824 x 585 x 109)
capacity: 4 bath towels
model: NAT07241-PTS

105 Watts

Natural 7 bar 1100mm

controller options: PTS
style: straight (1124 x 585 x 109)
capacity: 5 bath towels
model: NAT07251-PTS

120 Watts

finish

60 Watts

finish

45 Watts

finish

finish



finish

Natural 5 bar 500mm

controller options: PTS
style: straight (524 x 735 x 109)
capacity: 2 bath sheets
model: NAT05221-PTS

65 Watts

finish finish

Natural 12 bar 650mm

controller options: PTS
style: straight (674 x 1235 x 109)
capacity: 6 bath towels
model: NAT12231-PTS

180 Watts

finish

Natural 12 bar 500mm

controller options: PTS
style: straight (524 x 1235 x 109)
capacity: 4 bath towels
model: NAT12221-PTS

150 Watts

Natural 15 bar 500mm

controller options: PTS
style: straight (524 x 1235 x 109)
capacity: 4 bath towels
model: NAT15221-PTS

115 Watts

finish

Natural 7 bar 650mm

controller options: PTS
style: straight (674 x 585 x 109)
capacity: 3 bath towels
model: NAT07231-PTS

80 Watts



This collection is stocked in a polished POLS finish, for colour options 
available in this collection refer to the colour discs below each item.  
Bathroom Butler reserves the right to alter and/or remove designs from 
time to time without prior notice. Four weeks lead time may apply on 
seleted finishes.

Edge 10 bar 500mm

controller options: PTS
style: straight (523 x 893 x 344)
capacity: 2 bath sheets + 2 bath sheets 
on heated horizontal bars
model: EDG10221-PTS

126 Watts

finish

CUBIC 
COLLECTION

The art of engineering

Turn your bathroom into a contemporary space 
inspired by uncluttered design features of 
modern architecture and interior design. 

EDGE 
COLLECTION

Masterful craftmanship

We added a small twist, for a revolutionary 
impact. Inspired by bold, brave and fearless 
creative expressions, this model adds a natural 
focal point to your bathroom.

Cubic 8 bar 650mm

controller options: PTS
style: straight (673 x 955 x 107)
capacity: 3 bath sheets + 1 bath towel
model: CUB08231-PTS

90 Watts70 Watts

Cubic 6 bar 650mm

controller options: PTS
style: straight (673 x 755 x 107)
capacity: 3 bath sheets
model: CUB06231-PTS

130 Watts

finish finish

Cubic 6 bar 530mm

controller options: PTS
style: straight (553 x 755 x 107)
capacity: 2 bath sheets
model: CUB06221-PTS

finish



Notes: Due to various factors in printing process, the colour examples in the the brochure may vary slightly to the actual colour of the product.

SWITCH UP YOUR 
BATHROOM 

Colour, shine and durability in every product made, 
selected models are now available in different finishes. 
We use innovative techniques to bring you colour choice 
from polished stainless steel, brushed nickel to brushed 
gold, gunmetal and matt black. The finish is timeless. 

FBGD denotes 
Brushed GOLD

FBGD denotes 
GUNMETAL

FBNK denotes 
Brushed NICKEL

MBLK denotes 
Matt BLACK

BCGD denotes 
Brushed CHAMPAGNE GOLD

BRSH denotes 
Brushed STAINLESS STEEL

POLS denotes 
Polished STAINLESS STEEL



THE ESSENTIAL ADDITION

The Personal Temperature Selection Switch or 
PTS is a discreetly built-in temperature control 
that allows you to adjust the temperature of the 
Bathroom Butler heated towel rail and to switch 
it ON and OFF for certain savings on electricity 
costs.

Features: Temperature Adjustment • ON / OFF 
Switch • RED LED Indicator
 

Integrated controllers on modern-day heated 
towel rails have become an absolute necessity that 
give you the choice and flexibility of temperature 
adjustment and reducing energy consumption.

COMPLETE CONTROL AT 
YOUR FINGERTIPS

LEFT. RIGHT. 
UPSIDE-DOWN. 
DOWNSIDE UP

DUAL Entry - installation is so much easier 
and more straightforward with both left and 
right electrical connections; and you can 
now even choose to install your Bathroom 
Butler heated towel rail upside down to 
better suit your space or electric point.



ADVANCED 
TECHNOLOGY

Dry Element Technology, also known as DET is the 
pioneering technology for heated towel rails. It 
works effectively in drying towels and provides 
un-paralleled benefits such as RAPID Heating, 
Direct Intelligent Heating, Controller Options and 
DUAL Entry electrical connections.

WIRING OPTIONS
Choose between one of two wiring options for your 
convenience. Choose between electrical connection 
with cover plate or without a cover plate. 

Electrical
Connection

Electrical Connection with Cover Plate 
(supplied as standard)
A cover plate is supplied to cover the round
junction box where the electrical connection 
to the mains power will be completed. Electrical

Connection

Electrical Connection with NO Cover Plate
(supplied as optional extra in a polished POLS,
brushed BRSH or matt black MBLK finish with 
either round or square mount)
There is no cover plate required for this installation
and the electrical connection is made in a junction
box that must be within 1.8m of the cable exit point
from the heated towel rail.

Round Mount - 1205POLS, 1205MBLK or 1205BRSH
Square Mount - 1206POLS, 1206MBLK or 1206BRSH
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Heated towel rails

Bathroom accessories

Personal Temperature Selection (PTS) Switch – This 
standard feature also allows the heated towel rail to be 
easily switched ON and OFF even though it is designed to 
run 24hrs a day. Conserve energy by up to 60% by 
reducing the temperature.

DUAL Entry means that our heated towel rails are 
equipped with both LEFT – hand and RIGHT- hand 
electrical connections, conveniently located on the 
bottom mounting points.

Made from GRADE 304 Stainless Steel and hand polished 
to a mirror finish, our heated towel rails will neither rust nor 
flake thanks to the inherent corrosion resistance properties 
of this smart material. 

All our Stainless Steel heated towel rails are covered 
by a 15 Year Limited Guarantee against all material 
and manufacturing defects. Our replaceable heating 
elements are covered by our five year limited 
guarantee and both controllers are guaranteed 
for one year.

Rapid Heating –The heated towel rail will heat up to 
working temperature within 10-15mins of being 
switched on. Direct Intellegent Heating – The 
principle of DET allows for the increase in 
temperature under the towel greatly reducing the 
drying time and improving the warming effect. 

Dry Element Technology (DET) offers a wide range 
of benefits, including Rapid Heating, Direct Intelligent 
Heating, no fluid means there is no leaking, it is 
controllable, it is 100% serviceable, you can install it 
upside down, it is quiet in operation, and it is 
maintenance-free.

Smart design Smart manufacturingSmart materials

Made from GRADE 304 Stainless Steel and hand 
polished to a mirror finish, our products will neither 
rust nor flake thanks to the inherent corrosion 
resistance properties of GRADE 304 Stainless Steel.

No More Loose Accessories. With our unique 
RIGID Loc Mounting System our bathroom 
accessories remain securely fitted on the wall.

All our stainless steel bathroom accessories 
with the RIGID Loc mounting system are 
covered by a 15 Year Limited Guarantee 
against manufacturing defects.


